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Abstract

Global, nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations of electron temperature gradient (ETG) driven
turbulence were carried out with the GTS code using actual experimental parameters of
NSTX discharges. Our simulations reveal remarkable new features with regard to nonlin-
ear spectral dynamics in 2D perpendicular wavenumber space. Specifically, there exists
direct, strong energy coupling between high-k ETG modes andelectron geodesic acous-
tic modes (e-GAMs with high frequency and poloidal mode number m = 1). At the same
time, zonal flows are generated and continuously grow with a fine radial scale. This direct
energy coupling may represent a new insight into the underlying mechanism for nonlinear
ETG saturation. It also implies that the collisional damping of zonal flows and e-GAMs
may have considerable impact on the formation of the steady state spectrum and satura-
tion level. Further, the ETG fluctuation spectra are characterized by strong anisotropy with
kr ≪ kθ . Thek⊥ spectrum of density fluctuations is in general agreement with the exper-
imental measurement using coherent scattering of electromagnetic waves. Within experi-
mental uncertainties in plasma profiles, ETG turbulence is shown to drive experimentally
relevant transport for electron heat in NSTX.

1. Introduction

Plasmas in various magnetic fusion experiments universally exhibit anomalous electron en-
ergy transport whose origin, however, remains unknown under most circumstances. In the
search of one or more candidates for driving this electron transport, short scale fluctuations
driven by electron temperature gradient (ETG) modes have been a subject of high interest to
experiment [1, 2, 3, 4] simulation and theory. The role of ETGturbulence is an important issue
for ITER, for which energy losses are expected to be dominated by electron transport. Using
the GTS particle-in-cell (PIC) code [5], global, nonlinearsimulations of ETG turbulence for ex-
perimental discharges have been carried out with emphasis on direct validation against high-k
scattering measurements of electron gyroradius scale fluctuations in NSTX, and quantitatively
testing the role of ETG for driving anomalous electron energy transport in experiments. This
unique simulation study offers interesting new insight into the characteristics of ETG turbu-
lence under experimental conditions, and into the underlying nonlinear spectral dynamics. The
key results of our simulations also include the prediction of significant ETG-induced contribu-
tions to anomalous electron heat transport in NSTX, and predicted frequency and wavenumber
spectra that are in general agreement with experimental observations.

2. Description of model and simulations

The global kinetic simulation of electron scale turbulencein a real fusion device is truly a grand
challenge. Most of the previous theoretical studies of ETG using advanced gyrokinetic codes
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were carried out with flux-tube codes in the local approximation and were already very demand-
ing computationally [6, 7, 8]. A few global simulations werealso carried out but for very small
systems (a≈ 450ρe) in the idealized large aspect ratio approximation [9, 10].In this work, the
GTS simulations were performed with the real experimental parameters of the NSTX discharge
under study (a≈3650ρe) and with the real electron mass. Profiles of electron temperature and
density at the relevant time during the discharge are imported from the TRANSP experimen-
tal database to initialize the simulations. The MHD numerical magnetic equilibrium is also
read into the code and used for constructing the GTS field-line-following grid. We restrict our
simulation domain to a radial section between r/a=0.21 and 0.32, which includes the scattering
volume of the high-k experimental measurement. However, the full toroidal and poloidal angu-
lar extents are used. To resolve the ETG turbulence, a grid resolution of the order of the electron
gyroradius is required in our simulation, imposing very stringent conditions. About 400 million
grid points were used along with 23 billion particles.

Thanks to strong equilibriumE×B flows which may largely suppress ion temperature gra-
dient modes (ITG) and trapped electron modes (TEM) in NSTX, couplings between ETG and
low-k turbulence are limited. This allows us to assume adiabatic ions in our ETG simulations.
The neoclassical equilibrium electric field, as calculatedby the GTC-NEO code [11], is in-
cluded in one of the simulations to assess its influence on thelevel of transport.

Fig. 1 shows the q profile, magnetic shear, and electron temperature in the simulated region
of the NSTX discharge under study (shot #124901 at 300ms), which was a low density Helium
plasma heated by the high harmonic fast wave (HHFW) RF technique. The measurements of
coherent tangential scattering of electromagnetic waves for this discharge showed strong high-k
activity, suggesting the presence of ETG turbulence [3]. A weak reversed shear exists in this
region according to the profiles.
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Figure 1:Radial profiles of safety factor q, magnetic shear, and electron temperature in the simulated
region of NSTX shot 124901.

Since our simulations are fully self-consistent and do not include explicit sources and sinks, the
ETG-driven transport causes significant relaxation in the electron temperature profile during the
simulations as shown in the left panel of Fig. 2. This causes the effective drive(∇Te0+〈δTe〉δ f )
to decrease, which in turns makes the electron heat fluxqe drop with time. In order to quantify
this effect and to model the sources of energy and particles that are present in the experiment,
an anti-relaxation model was implemented in GTS to maintaina constant gradient drive during
the simulation. We first assume a relaxed Maxwellian background distribution:

f0(T0+ 〈δT〉) = f0(T0)+δ f0
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We then remove the relaxation from the gradient drive:

Dδ f
Dt

=−{vE ·∇ f0−vE ·∇δ f0+ · · ·}

Validation simulations were carried out to test the anti-relaxation algorithm and it was found
to be very successful. The right panel of Fig. 2 shows a GTS simulation of ITG turbulence for
a DIIID tokamak discharge (shot #129533). In steady state, the constant gradient drive scheme
raises the transport level to match the experimental value.
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Figure 2:Self-consistent relaxation of the electron temperature profile due to turbulence (left). Valida-
tion simulation of the constant drive algorithm in GTS (right). Maintaining a constant drive results in a
transport level that matches the experimental value for thesimulated DIIID case.

3. Results

Our nonlinear ETG simulations of NSTX discharge 124901 showthat in spite of the reversed
shear observed in the experimental profiles, ETG turbulencereadily develops in the simulated
region as shown in Fig. 3 where isosurfaces of the electrostatic potential are displayed in a
cut-tube cross section of the torus. Interestingly, the turbulence grows in two distinct regions
although the one on the outside grows faster than the one on the inside (closer to the magnetic
axis), indicating a stronger drive at that location.

Fig. 4 shows the temporal evolution of the flux surface averaged electron heat conductivity
(χe) in the center of the outer region where the ETG turbulence isthe strongest. The blue and
black curves in the plot show the remarkable effect of self-consistent relaxation of the electron
temperature profile due to the effect of ETG-driven transport on simulated turbulence and trans-
port levels. Theχe continues to decrease long after saturation in both cases. The red curve in
the plot represents a simulation that includes the anti-relaxation scheme described in the previ-
ous section, which maintains a constant temperature gradient drive. Eliminating the influence
of the profile relaxation is shown to be crucial in achieving astationary turbulence steady state,
and in determining the value of the electron heat flux. Takinginto account the experimental un-
certainties on the profiles, magnetic reconstruction, and overall plasma parameters, we carried
out two simulations with a 20% increase in the temperature gradient (black and red curves in
Fig. 4). Maintaining a constant drive at 20% higher than its value as calculated by TRANSP
allows the simulation to reach a steady state at the level of the experimental value ofχe. Given
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Figure 3: Electrostatic potential structures generated by ETG turbulence.
Two distinct regions of turbulence have developed by the time the outer region
is in the saturated non-linear stage (image curtesy of K.-L.Ma, UC Davis,
UltraVIS SciDAC Institute).

that plasma profiles and parameters are subject to significant experimental errors, sensitivity
studies of simulated ETG-driven electron thermal transport with respect to the local profiles of
electron temperature, safety factor and effective charge numberZeff need to be carried out. As
shown in Fig. 4, both the ETG growth rate and saturated flux areincreased by a factor of two
as the electron temperature gradient is increased by 20%. Taking these effects into account,
we conclude that, within experimental uncertainties in plasma profiles, the ETG turbulence can
drive experimentally relevant transport for electron heatin NSTX.
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Figure 4:Time histories ofχe from global ETG simulations of an
NSTX discharge and comparison with experimental estimate.The
∇Te is boosted by20% for red and black curves, and an “anti-
relax” technique is used to maintain a constant∇Te drive for red
curve.
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Our nonlinear ETG simulations also reveal remarkable new features with regard to nonlinear
spectral dynamics in 2D perpendicular wavenumber space. Specifically, there exists direct,
strong energy coupling between high-k ETG modes and electron geodesic acoustic modes (e-
GAMs with high frequency and poloidal mode numberm= 1), as illustrated in Fig. 5 where
snapshots of the turbulence spectrum are presented (shown askr vs. kθ 2D spectra) at 3 different
times during the simulation. The first one (t = 800 vth/LTe) shows the linear stage during which
the ETG linear modes are well defined and growing. However, anasymmetry is developing
towards the lowerkθ values. The second snapshot shows the state of turbulence right after
saturation (t = 1200 vth/LTe) and the cascading of the energy towards the longer wavelengths is
evident. Additionally, a discrete mode, identified as the e-GAM, is clearly growing nearkθ = 0.
The last snapshot, which is well into the steady state of the simulation (t = 2000 vth/LTe),
shows how the peak of the spectral energy has now moved away from the linear modes to
the lower values ofkθ and evenkr . At the same time, zonal flows with fine radial scale are
generated and continuously grow as shown in Fig. 6. This direct energy coupling may represent
a new insight into the underlying mechanism for nonlinear ETG saturation. It also implies
that the collisional damping of zonal flows and e-GAMs may have considerable impact on the
formation of the steady state spectrum and saturation level. Moreover, the ETG fluctuations
are characterized by strong anisotropy in the perpendicular wave number space withkr ≪ kθ
(Fig. 5), corresponding to radially elongated streamers emerging even in the well developed
turbulence regime. The simulation predictedk⊥ spectrum of density fluctuations is in general
agreement with the experimental measurement using coherent scattering of electromagnetic
waves [3] in the range ofk⊥ρs∼ 5 − 15, which is the range that the high-k scattering diagnostic
covers.
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Figure 5:Time evolution of 2D spectra of density fluctuations for the ETG simulation of NSTX described
in this work.

The experimental measurement of coherent tangential scattering looks at the density fluctu-
ation spectra for 3 or 4 channels representing a particular wave numberk⊥, which is a combina-
tion of kθ andkr . At the steady state during our simulation we calculated thekθ andkr spectra
of the density fluctuations and evaluated the exponential power of each one. Fig. 7 shows those
spectra (left and center) as well as the experimental values(right panel). The exponential power
is found to be between -2.6 (inkr spectrum) and -5.3 (inkθ ) in the simulation compared to -4.5
of k⊥ spectrum in experiments, which is consistent. However, ray-tracing calculations suggests
the need for a more comprehensive synthetic diagnostic thattakes into account the beam tra-
jectories and experimental uncertainties. We are activelydeveloping such a diagnostic and will
apply it to our simulation data [12].
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Figure 6:Time evolution of the zonal flow.
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Figure 7:Comparison of density fluctuation spectra from simulation and experiment (right panel, from
Ref. [3]).

4. Summary

Our global, nonlinear ETG simulations of NSTX indicate thatETG turbulence can drive
experimentally relevant electron heat transport in NSTX. Indeed, maintaining the gradient drive
constant while increasing its value by 20% brings the calculatedχe to the experimental level.
A more direct comparison with the actual experimental measurement of the density fluctuation
spectra also reveals reasonably good agreement. However, amore detail synthetic diagnostic is
needed for better comparison and is currently under development.
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